Response Card - Low-tech Clicker Alternative

Hand-out/Hand-in Protocol

1. Cards will be handed out if used and returned at the end of each class. If a stack is on the desk as you enter, take one.
2. Please return cards on a front or back desk, opened out.

Answering Protocol

1. The idea is that answering will be SIMULTANEOUS and ANONYMOUS.
2. When a Concept Check appears, think about your answer, but do not show or speak it.
3. When I call for the answer, hold your card with the correct color showing below your chin.
4. Keep the answers up until I say to put them down.
5. If a large majority have the right answer, I will ask for the correct color.
6. Sometimes I will say. “OK convince your neighbor that you are correct.” This means you have to discuss the reason why. You might agree, but both be wrong. You might even both be right, but for the wrong reason. The exam question will be based on the reason.
7. If you want answer “E”, show the “AC” side opened out.